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EC principle of free movement of goods

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner, a German citizen currently residing in Switzerland, considers that EU customs 
regulations are not compatible with the free movement of goods principle as his wife has been 
prevented from entering EU with their family car which has Swiss registration plates. The 
petitioner argues that the car was bought in Germany and the change of plates took place 
when he moved to Switzerland for work purposes. He considers that his wife’s right to free 
movement has also been breached. According to the petitioner, EU citizens living outside EU 
are discriminated against in comparison with the EU citizens living in EU as the property 
rights of the former are limited. The petitioner asks the European Parliament to have this 
situation rectified.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 16 March 2009. Information requested from Commission under Rule 
202(6).

3. Commission reply, received on 1 September 2009.

First of all, the Commission would like to point out that the petition is somewhat deprived of 
important factual elements. Indeed it does not indicate on which precise grounds the family of 
the petitioner was refused entry into the EU.  Some vague hints are indeed made at "EU 
Customs regulations", but that is not enough to enable the Commission to assess if the said 
Member State(s) (the name(s) of which is (are) not disclosed) have indeed breached 
Community customs law. The petition does not clearly mention, either, whether the petitioner 
refers to a complete move (possibly reimportation) of the car with the family from 
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Switzerland to the EC (refusal of duty relief for goods at the occasion of a removal or on EC 
returning goods) or merely to a temporary admission of the car at the occasion of a trip. 

It is most likely that the petitioner refers to the status of "temporary importation". In this 
respect, concerning  the private use of non-Community means of transport by a natural person 
established in the customs territory of the Community (which seems to be the case of the 
petitioner's wife), Article 560 CCIP (Community Customs Code Implementing Provisions) 
provides for a total relief from import duties where this person uses the means of transport 
occasionally, on the instructions of the registration's holder and where this holder is actually
in the customs territory of the Community at the time of use.

Even if the car does not comply with the conditions set out in this provision, relief will be 
given if it is imported occasionally and for a period not exceeding three months, or in a 
particular situation having no economic effect (cf. article 578 CCIP). 
The conditions for granting the temporary importation procedure are in line with the Istanbul 
Convention to which both the EC and Switzerland are contracting parties. 

However, since the car was allegedly bought in Germany and since the change of plates took 
place when the complainant moved to Switzerland, one must assume that the car was actually 
in free circulation in the EC. In this case the car could have been declared for release for free 
circulation as returned goods (Article 185 CC) even if the car has Swiss plates; the invalid 
German registration paper ("Fahrzeugbrief") could be used in order to prove that the car was 
in free circulation.  

Conclusions

From these legal considerations, and as far as customs legislation is concerned, the 
complainant's wife should not have experienced difficulties when leaving Switzerland with 
her car.  Community customs law per se does not preclude her entry into the EC customs 
territory subject to the conditions mentioned above. However nothing in the file indicates that 
the refusal is grounded on customs law requirements. The Commission is therefore of the 
opinion that, all things being equal, the petition does not provide sufficient elements to 
warrant further investigation. The services of the Commission would however be ready to 
reconsider the case – either on the EU Customs law or on another branch of EU law - if the 
Parliament brought more substantial factual elements from its petitioner to light. 


